Abstract--In this article, we study the rate of pointwise convergence in the q-mean to the fuzzy-random unit operator of very precise univariate fuzzy-random neural network operators of Cardaliaguet-Euvraxd and "squashing" types. These fuzzy-random operators arise in a natural and common way among fuzzy-random neural networks. These rates are given through probabilisticJackson type inequalities involving the fuzzy-random modulus of continuity of the engaged fuzzyrandom function or its fuzzy derivatives. Also several interesting new results in fuzzy-random analysis are given of independent merit, which are used then in the proofs of the main results of the paper. (~)
INTRODUCTION
Let (X, B, P) be a probability space. Consider the set of all fuzzy-random variables £~-(X, B, P).
Let f: ]~ --*/:y(X, B, P) be a fuzzy-random function or fuzzy-stochastic process. Here, for t E ~, s e X, we denote (f(t))(s) = f(t, s) and, actually, we have f: R × X ~ ~-, where Ry is the set of fuzzy real numbers. Let 1 < q < +c~. Here, we consider only fuzzy-random functions f, which are (q-mean) uniformly continuous over ~. For each n c N, the fuzzy-random neural network we deal with has the following structure.
It is a three-layer feed-forward network with one hidden layer. It has one input unit and one output unit. The hidden layer has (2n 2 + 1) processing units. To each pair of connecting units (input to each processing unit), we assign the same weight n l-a, 0 < a < 1. The threshold values k/n ~ are one, for each processing unit k. The activation function b (or S) is the same for each processing unit. The fuzzy-random weights associated with the output unit are f(k/n, s) Q 1/I(*)n ~, one for each processing unit k, where I = f_~ b(z)dx (or I* = f_~ S(x)dx), "®" denotes the scalar fuzzy multiplication.
The above precisely described fuzzy-random neural networks induce some completely described fuzzy-random neural network operators of Cardaliaguet-Euvrard and "squashing" types.
The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to Professor Sorin Gal, University of Oradea, Romania, for introducing him to fuzziness. 
BACKGROUND
We begin with the following definition. 
] (# is called a convex fuzzy subset). (iii) # is upper semicontinuous on ~{, i.e., Vxo • ~{ and V¢ > O, ~neighborhood V(xo): ,(~) <_ n(~o) + ~, vx • V(xo). (iv) The set supp (#) is compact in ]R (where supp (,) := {x • ]I{; if(x) > 0}).
We call # a fuzzy real number. Denote the set of all # with ~=. by where [vF = complete metric space, see [6] , with the properties, 
<2.1)
Furthermore, it is assumed here that the H-differences 
That is, f is right continuous at c. One can prove f is left continuous at c. We have proved that f is fuzzy continuous at c E [a, b] . l
We need the fuzzy Taylor formula. 
., n -1, for any x E T. (That is, there exist in ]~ the H-differences f(i) (x + h) -f(i)(x), f(~)(x) -f(~)(x -h), i = O, 1,... , n -1, for small h: 0 < h </3. Furthermore, there exist f(i+l)(x) E Rj=, such that the limits in D-distance ex/st and
f(i) (x + h) -f(i) (x) f(i) (x) -f(i) (x -h) f(i+l) (x) = lira = lim h--.0+ h h-+0+ h ' for all i = O, 1,... ,n -1.) Also, we assume that f(O, i = 0, 1,... ,
n are continuous on T in the fuzzy sense. Then, for s >_ a; s, a E T, we obtain
• R,~ (a, s), (n -1)! (2.16) whe£e
Rn(a,s)::(FR)~S(~s'...(fas~-lf(~)(sn)ds~) dsn-1)...dsl.

Here, R~(a, s) E C:=(T), as a function ors.
NOTE. This formula is invalid when s < a, as it is totally based on Corollary 2.1.
(2.17)
BASIC PROPERTIES
We need the following definition. 
(3.1)
The set of all fuzzy-random variables is denoted by £ j=( X, B, P ). Let g~, g E £ j:( X, B, P), n e N, and 0 < q < +co. We say, "q-mean" 
Consequently, 
I (E (t) < lYl) dt
Here, we assume that ~ E S, S is a probability space. Also here Y is continuous in ~, and measurable in oJ and takes values in R. Clearly Y is a "Caratheodory function", see [9, Definition 20 on [a, b] x S. In the last, we took into account the following. Let f: X × y -* R be measurable on X × y, and g: y x A' --* • be, such that g(y, x) := f(x, y). Then, g is measurable on y × X.
From 
Let f~ be measurable functions from X into Y, such that, for all x E X, f~(x) --~ f(x) in Y. Then, f is measurable. That is, lira f,~ = f is measurable. r~ --+ @O
We need also the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let f, 9 be fuzzy random variables from S into ~j:. Then, we have the following. (i) Let c E [~, then, c Q) f is a fuzzy random variable.
(ii) f ® g is a fuzzy random variable.
PROOF. The proof is obvious. |
Finally, we need the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let f: [a,b] --~ Lj=(X,B,P) be a fuzzy-random function. We assume that f(t, s) is fuzzy continuous in t 6 [a, b], s E X. Then, (FR) f: f(t, s) dt exists and is a fuzzyrandom variable.
PROOF. It comes easily from [8, Definition 2.4 and Corollary 13.2 of p. 644], about fuzzy-Riemann integral, Proposition 3.4, and Theorem 3.1. |
MAIN RESULTS
We need the following (see also [1, 3, 4] ). Here, we consider functions f E cUq(No.
DEFINITION 4.1. A function b: [4 --* [4 is said to be bell-shaped, ifb belongs to L 1 and its integral is nonzero, if it is nondecreasing on (-oo, a) and nonincreasing on [a, +oo), where a belongs to R. In particular, b(x) is a nonnegative number and at a b takes a global maximum; it is the center of the bell-shaped function. A bell-shaped function is said to be centered, if its center is zero. The function b(x) may have jump discontinuities. In this article, we consider only centered bell-shaped functions of compact support f-T, T], T > O. Denote
In this article, we study among others in q-mean the pointwise convergence with rates over the real line, to the fuzzy-random unit operator of the fuzzy-random univariate Cardaliaguet-Euvrard neural network operators,
1)
k=--n 2 where0<o~< 1, xCII~, sEX, andnEN. The above are linear operators over JR. These operators in the ordinary real case were thoroughly studied in [2, 3] and in the fuzzy sense were studied in [4] . So, as in [1, 4] , for convenience, we consider that n _> max(T+ Ixl, T-1/s). This implies that -n 2 <_ nx -Tn s <_ nx + Tn s < n 2, and card(k) > 1. Furthermore, it holds that card(k) --* +c~, as n ~ +ec. Set b* := b(0), the maximum of b(x). Denote by [.] the integral part of a number.
Next, we give the first main result.
THEOREM 4.1. Let x E ~, s E X, T > O, and 1 _< q < +oe. Here, n E N is, such that n _> max(T + [z[, T-1/a). Assume that fx nq(f(x's),5)p(ds) < +oo. Then, (/xDq (fn (~,s),f (z,s)) P (ds)) 1/q D q (f (x, s), 5) S (as)) (4.2) <-in s -k----fnx-Tn ]
.
PROOF. in Section 3. As in [2] , we have that
We observe that
All parts of inequality (4.2) make sense because of the notions and basic results developed
b (n ,-s (~ -k/n))
In s
, f (x, s))
That is,
Therefore, 
In"
k=f~-Tn~l any x e R. Let f e C~qR(R), then, lim,,_.,+o~ ft~)(f,T/n'-~)i~ = O, by Proposition 3.2(ii).
Therefore, from (4.2), we get lim Ix Dq (in (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds) = O. n--++oo
That is, fn (X, ,9) "q-naean" -----+ n -+ -I-oof (x, s), pointwise in x 6 ~ with rates.
We need ~so the following definition. (See also [~,3] .) DEFINITION 
Let the nonnegative function S: • --* •, S has compact support [-T, T], T > 0, and is nondeereasing there and it can be continuous only on either (-oo, T] or [-T, T]. S can have jump discontinuities. We call S the "squashing function".
Assume that / I* :=
S (t) dt > O.
T Clearly, Here, we consider again
max s (~) = s (T).
xe[-T,T]
For x E IR, s c X we define the "univariate fuzzy-random squashing operator", (c~ (i)) (x, s) := ~ y ,s ® z*n~ '
k~--n2 0 < a < 1 and n E N: n > max(T+ Ix[,T-1/a). The above neural network operators are also linear operators in RI. These operators in the ordinary real case were thoroughly studied in [1, 3] , and in the fuzzy sense were studied also
in [4].
It is clear to see again that
Here, we study the pointwise convergence in x ~ R with rates of (Gn(f))(x, s) "q-m___~ean" f(x, s), 1 < q < +co, as n --+ +oo. We present the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.2. Let x E JR, s E X, T > 0 and 1 < q < +oo. Letne N, such that n > max(T+lx], T-1/~). Assume that
Then,
D q ((Gnf) (x, s), f (x, s)) P (ds)
s (n 1-~ (x-k/n)) 1 I*n" -(fxDq(f(z's)'a)P(ds)) vq -7 (4.s)
PROOF. All parts of inequality (4.6) make sense because of the notions and basic results presented in Section 3.
Notice that
We see that
_< (2T~ ~ + 1). (4.7)
That is, Next, we study further the fuzzy random operators Fn, Gn in 1-mean, their pointwise convergence with rates to the fuzzy-random unit operator again. However, this time, the domain of operators is the fuzzy-random differentiable functions. That fact is reflected in the derived inequalities. We finally assume that fU) e cUb (R), all j = 0, 1,..., N.
We give the following theorem. 
Clearly, the terms in sum (4.1) are nonzero iff nl-~lx -k/n I < T, iff
Hence, here, we have x -T/n 1-a < k/n. That is, Consequently, we get f (z, s) .
That is, it makes sense by Remark 3.1 and Proposition 3.4 the integral In the following, we work on (4.9)
] P(ds)
2NT y T +NlnN(I_a) (/xD(f(N)(x,s),5)P(ds)+~)(f(N),nl-~)LZ)"
Finally, we estimate 
\dx-T/n --T/n 1-~ "''(fx:NT;lnl_aO(f(N)(sN, s),f(N)(X--nlT-~,s)) daN)HSN-I"")ds1)P(d8)
(
(2T9-~) [/xD (f(N)(x,s),~) p(ds) 9-30~.) (f(N) nT~_a)L~] "
Putting things in (*), see (4.9), etc.
Finally, we present the following theorem. 
.,_.).] }
N!i, nN(t_a)
' nl--a nl-~,
